

ULTRA THIN PROFILE TRANSDUCERS
Designed for increased demands by Architectural and Interior design fields, allowing for unconventionally shallow enclosure design. 2.5" depth.

JAMES' PROPRIETARY QUAD TWEETER ARRAY
This innovative design ensures wide dispersion, and high acoustic pressure with low distortion.

MARK SPEAKER POSITION
using level and straight edge

CUT SPEAKER HOLE
use drywall saw

SCORE DRYWALL
use straight edge and knife

LOOSEN BRACKET SCREWS

REMOVE SPEAKER FROM FRAME

SECURE FRAME TO WALL

QX SERIES INSTALLATION

1. MARK SPEAKER POSITION using level and straight edge
2. SCORE DRYWALL use straight edge and knife
3. CUT SPEAKER HOLE use drywall saw
4. LOOSEN BRACKET SCREWS
5. REMOVE SPEAKER FROM FRAME
6. SECURE FRAME TO WALL
ULTRA THIN PROFILE TRANSDUCERS - Designed for increased demands by Architectural and Interior design fields, allowing for unconventionally shallow enclosure design. 2.5" depth.

JAMES' PROPRIETARY QUAD TWEETER ARRAY - This innovative design ensures wide dispersion, and high acoustic pressure with low distortion.

1. INSTALL SPEAKER INTO FRAME
2. SECURE SPEAKER TO FRAME
3. SEPARATE PERF GRILLE FROM GRILLE FRAME. PAINT PERF GRILLE IF REQUIRED
4. ONCE PERF GRILLE IS READY, REMOVE TAPE BACKING
5. CAREFULLY SECURE FRAME TO PERF GRILLE
6. INSTALL GRILLE TO SPEAKER. ENJOY!